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ABSTRACT
More and more security attacks today are perpetrated by
exploiting the hardware: memory errors can be exploited
to take over systems, side-channel attacks leak secrets to
the outside worlds, weak random number generators render
cryptography ineffective, etc. At the same time, many of
the tenets of efficient design are in tension with guaranteeing
security. For instance, classic secure hardware does not allow
to optimize common execution patterns, share resources, or
provide deep introspection.
We provide brief descriptions of three recently-exposed
hardware vulnerabilities along with extensive references
for background and to learn more about these areas.
Specifically, we first discuss the Rowhammer problem in
modern DRAM chips, which enables attackers to circumvent
memory isolation, and other potential vulnerabilities due
to aggressive memory technology scaling.
We next
describe hardware Trojans implemented below the gate
level, which can resist most detection techniques, and
other manufacturing vulnerabilities in security primitives.
Finally, we explain side channels that can achieve very
large information leakage capacities, and various potential
defenses against them. We conclude by noting that the
intersection of hardware design and security attacks and
countermeasures will continue to present a rich area for
research and development for many years to come.

1.

THE ROWHAMMER PROBLEM AND
OTHER ISSUES WE MAY FACE
AS MEMORY BECOMES DENSER

Memory isolation is a key property of a reliable and
secure computing system. An access to one memory address
should not have unintended side effects on data stored in
other addresses. However, as process technology scales
down to smaller dimensions, memory chips become more
vulnerable to disturbance, a phenomenon in which different
memory cells interfere with each others’ operation. We
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have shown, in our ISCA 2014 paper [41], the existence
of read disturbance errors in commodity DRAM chips that
are sold and used in the field today. Repeatedly reading
from the same address in DRAM could corrupt data in
nearby addresses. Specifically, when a DRAM row is opened
(i.e., activated) and closed (i.e., precharged) repeatedly (i.e.,
hammered), enough times within a DRAM refresh interval,
one or more bits in physically-adjacent DRAM rows can be
flipped to the wrong value. This DRAM failure mode is
popularly called RowHammer [40, 86, 1, 2, 79, 45, 6]. We
tested 129 DRAM modules manufactured in seven recent
years (2008–2014) and found that 110 of them exhibit
RowHammer errors, the earliest of which dates back to 2010.
In particular, all modules from 2012–2013 were vulnerable
to RowHammer, implying that RowHammer is a recent
phenomenon affecting more advanced process technology
generations.
RowHammer exposes a security threat since it leads to
a breach of memory protection, wherein accesses to one
row (e.g., an OS page) modifies the data stored in another
memory row (e.g., another OS page). Malicious software can
be written to take advantage of these disturbance errors. We
call these disturbance attacks [41], or RowHammer attacks.
Such attacks can be used to corrupt system memory, crash
a system, or take over the entire system. Confirming the
predictions of our ISCA paper [41], researchers from Google
Project Zero recently developed a user-level attack that
exploits RowHammer to gain kernel privileges and thus
take over an entire system [79]. More recently, researchers
showed that RowHammer can be exploited remotely via the
use of JavaScript [29]. As such, the RowHammer problem
has widespread and profound real implications on system
security, threatening the foundations of memory isolation
on top of which modern system security principles are built.
RowHammer has recently been the subject of many
popular analyses and discussions on hardware-induced
security problems [40, 86, 1, 2, 30, 45, 6]. Several major
system manufacturers increased DRAM refresh rates to
reduce its probability of occurrence [5, 31, 49, 27]. Multiple
memory test programs are now designed to test for it [68,
3]. Some recent reports suggest that even state-of-the-art
DDR4 DRAM chips are vulnerable to RowHammer [45].
Our ISCA 2014 paper [41] discusses and analyzes many
countermeasures to the RowHammer problem. We show
that simple modifications to the memory controller, enabled
by physical address mapping information provided by
DRAM chips, can prevent the problem at low cost and
low performance overhead. We believe such cooperation

between and co-design of system and memory, i.e., systemmemory co-design, as suggested and explored by recent
works [65, 36, 67, 56, 39, 70, 38], can lead to more robust
and secure memory systems.
We also believe that, as memory technologies scale to
higher densities, other problems may start appearing (or
may already be going unnoticed) that can potentially
threaten the foundations of secure systems. There have been
recent large-scale field studies of memory errors showing
that both DRAM and NAND flash memory technologies
are becoming less reliable [63, 80, 81, 82, 62, 78]. As
detailed experimental analyses of real DRAM and NAND
flash chips show, both technologies are becoming much more
vulnerable to cell-to-cell interference effects [41, 13, 18, 15,
11, 12, 66], data retention is becoming significantly more
difficult in both technologies [54, 53, 36, 39, 38, 70, 21,
58, 14, 17, 55, 11, 12, 16, 66], and error variation within
and across chips is increasingly prominent [53, 48, 22, 20,
11, 12]. Emerging memory technologies [65, 61], such as
Phase-Change Memory [46, 91, 72, 71, 87, 73, 47], STTMRAM [23, 44], and RRAM/ReRAM/memristors [88] are
likely to exhibit similar and perhaps even more exacerbated
reliability issues. We believe these reliability problems may
surface as security problems as well, as in the case of
RowHammer. Principled electronic design, automation, and
testing as well as principled co-architecting of the system and
memory, therefore, have a critically important role to play
in ensuring the security of future memory systems.

2.

MANUFACTURING VULNERABILITIES
IN SECURITY PRIMITIVES

Secure systems are built on a foundation of security
primitives implemented in hardware and low-level software.
These primitives increasingly rely on physical properties
of the system to introduce entropy and avoid physical
attacks [42]. However the manufacturing process enables
hypothetical threats where very subtle modifications
can be introduced that statistically weaken security
primitives. Quantifying these vulnerabilities and developing
countermeasures is an ongoing topic of research [51].
Recently, hardware Trojans have drawn the attention
of governments and industry as well as the scientific
community [37].
More generally, one of the main
concerns is that integrated circuits, e.g., for military or
critical infrastructure applications, could be maliciously
manipulated during the manufacturing process, which often
takes place abroad. There has been much speculation about
types of Trojans and their implementation. In CHES 2014,
we proposed a new approach for implementing hardware
Trojans below the gate level [8], and we evaluated their
impact on the security of the target device. Instead of
adding additional circuitry to the target design, we insert
our hardware Trojans by changing the dopant polarity of
existing transistors. Since the modified circuit appears
legitimate on all wiring layers (including all metal and
polysilicon), our family of Trojans is resistant to most
detection techniques, including fine-grain optical inspection
and checking against reference ”golden chips”.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by
inserting Trojans into two designs: 1) a digital postprocessing derived from Intel’s cryptographically secure
RNG design used in the Ivy Bridge processors; 2) and

a side-channel resistant SBox implementation; and by
exploring their detectability and their effects on security.
Countermeasures for these attacks and their observability
have been discussed in follow up papers and on-line
discussions.
An RNG or entropy harvesting device can also be biased
directly through similar techniques to the stealthy hardware
Trojans [7] [83]. In this more subtle case, the statistics
of a metastable or delay-based arbiter can be modified
through low-level doping or transistor sizing, or even
parasitic capacitances. Physical unclonable functions are
also vulnerable to this type of subtle statistical attack [75]
[74]. Finally, countermeasures that have been introduced
to mitigate physical side channel vulnerability can also be
manipulated [52] [89] [76]. In all of these cases, detection of
the direct manipulation is difficult and even detection of its
ultimate impact on security is challenging [84].
Together these vulnerabilities motivate the need for
methodologies and tools which carefully characterize these
security properties and then validate both pre- and postsilicon that they are satisfied [90].

3.

SIDE-CHANNEL ATTACKS AND SIDECHANNEL FREE ARCHITECTURES

Encryption and isolation are critical security primitives
– yet, attackers can subvert both by inferring secret keys
and values using unintentional side-effects of computation.
Such side-channels include cache [69, 9] and memory [35,
85] usage, instruction latency [4, 28], program execution
time [77, 10], memory address bus [57, 26], and even physical
side-effects such as power draw [59, 43], electro-magnetic
radiation [50, 19], or thermal hotspots [60]. Systems are
complex and hence finding and quantifying of information
leaks through side-channels is an extremely hard problem.
In recent work [33], we showed that side-channels can
achieve capacities of hundreds of kilo-bytes per second
– orders of magnitude higher than previously observed.
Digging deeper, we observe that attackers rely on one of
two mechanisms to create side-channels – (1) contention
for a shared resource such as space in a last-level cache,
or bandwidth for memory, I/O, or OS-level resources; and
(2) observation channels where an attacker observes signals
emanating from the victim/source program. Observing the
power draw, EM, thermal hotspots, and even the address
bus are examples of such observation channels.
We show that contention channels have an interesting
property – an attacker can only read a bit from the channel
by overwriting the current bit. Intuitively, this property
arises because by contending for the shared resource, an
attacker causes the source program’s state to be perturbed
(e.g., a cache line to be evicted or the memory bandwidth
lowered).
Interestingly, this destructive read property
applies to both stateful (e.g. cache) as well as stateless
bandwidth-based channels, and has a major implication for
designing secure hardware and systems – we can detect and
prevent side-channel attacks using introspection hardware
to detect anomalous contention. Instead of using securityspecific hardware to strictly partition all resources to
isolate two security domains, a defense can simply monitor
more general purpose event-counters to detect an attack
as anomalous hardware activity. We demonstrate that
introspection-based defenses work even against an intelligent

attacker who adapts to our proposed defense, and introduce
new resource contention counters to improve detection
rates beyond using only the standard performance counter
interface.
External observation channels do not have the destructive
read property and are considerably harder to defend against.
We show initial results in bringing cryptographic techniques
to seal leaks through the memory address bus – such
Oblivious memory techniques incur large slowdowns and are
best suited to extremely sensitive data [57, 26]. We also
demonstrate analog channel attacks such as power against
complex mobile software and draw common threads between
the analog and digital observation channels to identify a
potential defense – statistical and software-level obfuscation
techniques that enable a quantifiable performance-security
trade-off.
The take-away for a system designer is that side-channel
attacks are extremely dangerous, but general purpose
mechanisms that allow software to explicitly measure
these channels are a low-cost, low-slowdown alternative to
dedicated security-logic to partition or cryptographically
seal these channels.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

The three examples discussed above are just a sampling
of the numerous hardware level vulnerabilities that are
currently being explored. We refer the reader to leading
hardware security conferences [24, 32] and security tracks
at leading hardware conferences (e.g., [25, 64, 34]) for the
latest research in these areas.
Although the three examples are quite different, they do
exhibit some common themes. Shared resources, whether
memory, power supply, or physical substrate, all provide
subtle ways for untrusted processes to interact with the
system and potentially gain control. Complete isolation
of resources seems like the obvious solution, but is usually
prohibitive in terms of cost, power, or performance. Lowlevel design details can sometimes be hidden from final
system validation steps. These can provide a point of entry
for a sophisticated attacker at the manufacturing level.
Fortunately, some common countermeasures, or at least
common approaches, seem to be able thwart many of
these problems. They require designer awareness, tools,
and methodologies that ensure that security properties are
guaranteed at various levels of design and manufacturing
and across various system components, such as memory and
the processor. Unfortunately, the list of new vulnerabilities
seems to grow as fast as or faster than appropriate
countermeasures can be devised. Skills in both system
security as well as hardware design, design automation, and
computer architecture are needed. Therefore, we believe
the intersection of hardware design and security attacks and
countermeasures will continue to present a rich area for
research and development for many years to come.
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